At the fifth DIZZYNET meeting, which took place in Starnberg near Munich in October 2018, 80 experts from 20 European countries and experts from the US and Australia (David S. Zee, Michael G. Halmagyi), discussed innovations in vestibular research and decided on collaborate actions (e.g., an app-based patient diary, data banking of multimodal data for vestibular disorders). Selected contributions from this meeting covering all areas of vestibular research are presented in the current DIZZYNET issue of the Journal of Neurology. A number of articles focus on vestibular rehabilitation and therapy. Klaus Jahn summarizes the specific needs of the vestibular rehabilitation community across Europe. Dara Meldrum gives a comprehensive overview of the current developments in gaze stabilization exercises. Nils Guinand presents original data suggesting that the vestibular implant effectively modulates vestibulospinal projections involved in control of posture. Christian Chabbert describes new insights into mechanisms of peripheral vestibular regeneration as a potential target for future treatments. In a Xenopus experiment, Hans Straka suggests a mode of action of 4-aminopyridine on irregular vestibular afferents. Endolymphatic hydrops (ELH) is addressed by Roberto Teggi from the molecular viewpoint of ion transporters, and by Valerie Kirsch from an inner ear imaging perspective. A novel segmentation approach of the inner ear fluid space is described that is based on a probabilistic atlas and might give rise to an improved automated analysis of ELH in the future. Andreas Schepermann and Max Wuehr report novel experimental models for Mal de Debarquement Syndrome and fear of heights using motion platforms and virtual reality environments. Several articles discuss new aspects of higher vestibular function. In a large cohort study, Marianne Dieterich and colleagues illustrate that residual vestibular function is relevant to vertigo-related anxiety. Christophe Lopez presents an elegant study in patients with unilateral vestibular failure, who show impaired embodied spatial cognition. Another study describes a novel approach to assess spatial orientation and memory using a cell phonebased bedside approach. Finally, an analysis of more than 5 million data sets from an insurance company shows that the rate of car accidents is not increased in patients with acute unilateral vestibulopathy and Menière's disease. These data should be taken into consideration for future amendments of driving license regulations in European countries.
The above-mentioned articles demonstrate the broad and innovative spectrum of topics from basic research to clinical application and therapy represented by the DIZZYNET members and the specific advantages of the international DIZZYNET as a collaborative platform for launching future vertigo and balance research projects.
